
AS – LIKE – AS THOUGH (MANNER) 

 

Complete the sentences with a suitable word. 

1.- He doesn’t look ______ his brother at all. 

2.- _____ I told you last weekend, we’re going away next Saturday. 

3.- My neighbor described her boss _____ a very nice person. 

4.- Some sports, such _____ rugby and hockey,     

     interest me a lot.  

5.- I wish I could speak English _______ you. 

6.- Andrea behaves ________ she’s more important  

     than everyone else. 

7.- This tastes _______ tea. 

8.- I’ve always regarded him ______ my best friend. 

9.- I lend Mary some money _____ a favour. 

10.- Bands ______ this tend to be popular for only a short time. Then  

       nobody remembers them. 

11.- She sounds ______ her mother when she sings. 

12.- People ______ him really make me angry. 

13.- My uncle works ______ a chef in the most popular restaurant in  

       Santander. 

14.- _______ a student, Cristina works very hard and she  

       is very sensible. 

15.- He talks _______ he’s an expert on the subject.  

16.- Don’t get upset, Pete. I only said it ______ a joke. 

17.- ______ usual, he gave me some very good advice. 

18.- ______ you haven’t seen the cathedral yet, I’ll take  

      you there on Sunday. 

19.- Who is known ______ the  king of rock and roll? 

20.- That fish smells _______ it’s burnt. 

21.- Shall we get some fruit, _______ peaches and 

apricots. 

22.- My wife would like to get a dress ______ the 

one she saw in the catalogue.  

23.- What’s his friend _______? He is tall and slim. 

24.- You don’t look very well. You look _______ you 

       haven’t slept for days. 

25.- I used my scarf  _____ a bandage. 

26.- Who starred _____ the archaeologist Rich in the Mummy series. 

27.- Look at those clouds. It looks ______ it’s going to rain. 

28.- Rubbish, _____ glass, paper, plastic and batteries can be  

       recycled. 



ANSWER KEY 

 

1.- like 

2.- as 

3.- as 

4.- as 

5.- like 

6.- as 

7.- like 

8.- as 

9.- as 

10.- like 

11.- like 

12.- like 

13.- as 

14.- as 

15.- as though 

16.- as 

17.- as 

18.- as 

19.- as 

20.- as though 

21.- like 

22.- as 

23.- like 

24.- as though 

25.- as 

26.- as 

27.- as though 

28.- like 


